What Are The Best Contact Form Plugins For WordPress?
Contact form plugins have many advantageous if you use the best one with proper performance
and functionality on your WordPress website.
You can benefit from a WordPress contact form plugin to make an easy way for your customers
to get in touch with you. By adding a contact form on your website, you are also able to collect the
most important data about your visitors or customers such as their email addresses, feedbacks,
orders, etc. It is also possible to use a WordPress contact form plug-in for member registration.
If you have already tried to find a contact form compatible with WordPress website on WordPress
respiratory or other marketplaces, you may notice that more than 100 results will be shown to you.
The problem is that how you can choose the best contact form plugin for your website among
them?
Although choosing the best WordPress contact form plugin depends on the way you want to use
it on your website, we recommend you to pay attention to the below factors before installing any
plug-in on WordPress websites:





Review rate and user feedback.
The last update dates.
Reputation of its developer.
Compatibility with other plugins especially your theme.



Price.
By comparing these factors, you can limit the search result to at least 10 useful plug-ins then you
have to decide about the best contact form plug-in according to your requirements on your
website.
To help you cut down the time of finding the best contact form plug-in process, we have compared
more than 100 plugins together and shared the results with you in this post so you can easily weigh
the pros and cons of these plugins and choose one of them as the best contact form plugin for your
WordPress website.

Best contact form WordPress plugins 2021
Here is the list of most useful and effective contact form plugins helping you to add customize
forms for making a better user experience on your website:

WPForms
WPForms is known as the most user-friendly plugins of WordPress for creating simple contact
forms on the wordPress website. By using the drag and drop tools provided in this powerful plugin, you can easily manage the contact form fields exactly according to your requirements.

The features of WPForms lite
Fortunately, all necessary features that you need for making an usual contact form is available in
the free version of WP forms plug-in including:




Basic form fields.
Captcha for spam protection.
Email notifications.



A thank-you page for form confirmation.

The features of WPForms pro
The futures available in the premium version of WP form is more flexible for creating professional
contact forms such as:









Email subscription forms.
Order forms.
Email subscription forms.
Multi-page forms.
Payment forms.
Type form-style forms.
Survey forms.
Event registration forms.
You have also access to more than 100 pre-built templates and extra fields to be added to your
contact form including:









Smart conditional logic.
File upload.
Geo-location.
Signature feature.
Form abandonment.
User-submitted content or post submissions.
Login and user registration for WordPress.
Receiving email notifications and customizing your form submissions directly from the WordPress
dashboard are other useful features that may convince you to pay for the premium version of WP
form.

The advanced features of WPform plugin
The powerful features we have mentioned above are very common and all WordPress contact form
plugins cover them as well. However, some special features are available in WP form plug-in
which makes it one of most famous and best contact form plug-in for WordPress websites.
let’s get familiar with them.

Setup conditional notifications
One of the most amazing features of WP form plug-in is enabling you to set up conditional
notifications to let the right person in your team receive the customized notifications.

WPForms surveys & polls addon
If you need an interactive survey report or real-time polls on your WordPress website WPforms
plug-in with a lot of smart survey fields such as star ratings or NPS, provides it for you which
means there is no need to pay for buying an extra extensive survey platform.

Form landing page solution
By getting help from form landing page solution of WPForms plug-in you can create distraction
free form for the landing page of your website by just a few clicks.
The other amazing advanced features of WPForms plug-in satisfied more than 4 million active
users are:






Developing signature Conversational Form.
Integration with all popular email marketing services and payment platforms.
Having access to a wide variety of pre-built contact form templates.
Regularly update with new and improved features.
Providing a top-notch support team.

How much does the premium WPForms cost?
The premium version of WPForms called WPForms pro. costs $39.50 per year. The good news is
that WPForms plugin offers the opportunity for nonprofit organizations to purchase the premium
version with 75% off. They have also some seasonal coupons that offer various kind of promotions
like 50% off to the new users on WPForms website.
So, if you have decided to activate this plugin on your website, we recommend you to take a look
on its website and see if there is a promotion available for you before paying the cost of WPForms
pro.

Formidable forms
Formidable forms plugin comes with a variety of advanced features for creating complex forms
on WordPress website. By getting help from this contact form plug-in, you are able to make
professional forms with a special fields and details.

The easy-to-use interface of formidable forms equipped with a drag and drop tool for
customization of the form fields makes you feel very pleased and satisfied when trying to create
different types of Advanced forms such as:










Payment forms.
Profile forms.
Event Registration forms.
Complex survey forms.
Questionnaires.
Job-board listings.
Rating systems.
Calendars.
And so on.
Although using this plugin is not available for free, the advanced functionalities designed in the
Formidable Forms plugin can convince you that paying for this plugin really worth it.
Let’s take a look at some of them.

Formidable views
Formidable views is one of the most impressive features of Formidable forms plugin which can be
used as a powerful tool to display the submitted user data and let you format or filter them in the
front view of your website.

Advanced calculations fields
Advanced calculations fields provided in Formidable forms plugin is the best solution for creating
sophisticated order forms, mortgage calculators, and quote calculators.

Integration with other plugins and services
If you are looking for a WordPress contact form plugin to be integrated with popular email
marketing services, payment system and WooCommerce, Formidable forms plugin is definitely
your best choice.

How much does Formidable forms cost?
The price of Formidable forms starts at $49 per year which is really affordable especially if you
are an advanced user and developer. The developers of this plugin also considered a 14-day moneyback guarantee just in case.

Gravity forms

Gravity form plug-in is an ideal option for creating sophisticated forms with complicated features
such as:








Quizzes.
Web directories.
User-submitted content.
Customer order forms.
Subscription form.
Survey forms.
There is no free version available to be installed on your website, however if you pay to buy the
license of Gravity form, It can help you to build different types of forms by using drag and drop
tool and you have always access to the support forums and you can get help from their support
team via email or contact form in their official website

How much does Gravity forms cost?
Gravity forms plugin charges you $59 per year for a single website. It may seem a bit high for
activation just in one website however there are some other promotional plans if you want to
activate this plug-in on multiple website which are more affordable.

Contact form 7
Contact form 7 comes with a variety of effective and flexible features which are available to be
used on your website for free. It’s not surprising that this wonderful contact form plug-in reaches
more than 3 million active installs by 2021.

Contact form 7 offers the most useful tools and options required for creating user-friendly forms
on WordPress websites including:





Supporting Ajax powered submission capture, simple markup and Akismet spam filtering.
Choosing among up to 16 languages to create multi language forms.
Adding extra features to the basic options by why using numerous extensions.
Uploading multiple forms to as many website as you need.
You may have a little problem to find the options provided in this plugin to create contact forms
at first. That’s why some of the users complained that this plug-in is not as user-friendly as they
expected.
However, by working with this plug-in for a while and also by considering this fact that it is
available in the WordPress respiratory for free building different types of contact form, it is not a
big challenge as it may seem on the first glance.

Ninja Forms
Ninja forms plug-in developed to be used for building highly interactive forms in a simple way to
create customized contact forms.

Drag and drop tools provided in this plugin works well directly on your WordPress dashboard and
there is no limitation for creating different types of form by using the features available in this
plug-in. So, you can also use its user-friendly interface to build any kind of forms such as contact
forms or email address collection.
The basic features of this WordPress contact form plug-in are totally free and you can easily utilize
them to build and personalize as many forms as you need on your website.
However, if you pay for the Premier version or purchase premium extensions, a huge more features
are provided to make creating complicated forms more convenient for you.
By getting help from these advanced features you are able to:










Create dynamic forms with conditional logic.
Build multi-part forms.
Create forms with a drag and drop interface.
Allow users to upload files.
Integrate with Zapier.
Add payment options.
Get in touch with Campaign Monitor, FreshBooks, Salesforce, etc.
Receive SMS notifications.
Get help from community support options, as well as documentation, guides, and email support.

How much does the premium Ninja Forms cost?
you need to choose one of the premium plans offered by Ninja forms developers in its official
website which starts at $99 per year.

